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1 of 1 review helpful For readers a pleasure and for writers chance to observe a master in top form By Fearless Fed 
This collection of biographical snapshots includes the legendary Frank Sinatra had a cold I ve already read it several 
times but I turned to read it first if for no other reason than to enjoy the writing skills of a master Another gem is his 
brief on Joe diMaggio I think Talese has written about As a young reporter for The New York Times in 1961 Gay 
Talese published his first book New York A Serendipiter s Journey a series of vignettes and essays that began New 
York is a city of things unnoticed It is a city with cats sleeping under parked cars two stone armadillos crawling up St 
Patrick s Cathedral and thousands of ants creeping on top of the Empire State Building Attention to detail and 
observation of the unnoticed is the hall From Publishers Weekly If there is one fault in this wonderful and long 
overdue collection of nonfiction master Talese s magazine writings it s that there is simply not enough While this 
reader does not include selections from such bestselling books as The Kin 
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